
 
 
 
 

 

 

Dear Parents, 

Year 4 – Spring 2  
 
 
 
 

Welcome back to the Spring Term! This half term, Class 4 will be focusing on the fascinating theme of ‘Why did the 
Vikings come to Britain?’ They will learn about the Vikings and different Norse Gods through the specific National 
Curriculum (NC) skills that needed to be mastered by the children. 
 

Below is an outline of what the children will be learning about: 

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL 
UNDERSTANDING 

We will be looking at the digestive system in humans and talking about 
how we and animals need the correct type of nutrition  

COMPUTING On Purple Mash we are especially looking at writing for different audiences. We 
will be looking at newspaper reports and writing for a campaign. 

HISTORICAL AND 
GEOGRAPHICAL 
UNDERSTANDING 

History is a big topic this term and we will be looking at Vikings, who they were 
and why they came to Britain. This links very well to the last terms topic of 
Anglo Saxons and we will compare the differences between the two.  
 
In Geography we are looking at Europe and the countries that are in it. Looking 
at the environmental regions, key physical and human characteristics.   
 
  

UNDERSTANDING THE ARTS In art we are focusing on sewing and using a basic cross stitch and a back stitch.  

UNDERSTANDING PHYSICAL 
DEVELOPMENT, HEALTH AND 
WELLBEING 

In PHSE we are focusing on Healthy Me, how can we make the right choices to 
make ourselves healthier.   
In PE we are learning about Rounders. Looking at batting and throwing skills 
and then going into game play.   

RE/CHRISTIAN VALUE In R.E we are looking at Salvation, in particular Good Friday and why Christians 
call it good Friday  

 
Every child will experience a variety of different ways of learning including reading, writing, mathematics, problem 
solving, illustrating, working independently and working collaboratively and their progress towards the NC Skills will be 
continually assessed again in a variety of ways. Teaching it this way, will not only help the children see the relevance of 
the learning, actively enjoy it but also inspire them achieve higher standards in their work. If anyone has related skills, 
resources, experience and knowledge they are willing to share please let me know as soon as possible, as the more 
information and support that your child has, the more successful their learning will be. 

 
Homework: As you know here at Orsett we always encourage our children to continue their learning outside of school. 
We do expect that all children will read daily and will learn the relevant spelling and time tables for the year group. We 
also will be working with the children over the next week to agree their Extended Homework expectations and these 
will be uploaded so that you are aware of the areas that your child will be working towards at home and also the agreed 
deadlines. 

 

Other Info: Our PE sessions will be on Monday and Thursday. Please ensure that your child has appropriate clothing 
for outside sessions. PE Kits will be worn ALL DAY on PE days. 

 

Yours faithfully, 
 
Miss Eaton 
Class Teacher 


